
Austin Chapter Volleyball  

General Meeting

September 5, 2018



Agenda
• Call to Order 7:00 PM, code word provided for call-in users only

• Approval of Minutes 

• Treasurer's Report - 

• Assigning Secretary Report

• Other Business

• New Business

• Trainer Report and Monthly Training Topics

• Meeting Adjournment 



Approval of Minutes

• Posted to the Chapter Website - from 1st chapter meeting August 1.  Craig Smith 
motioned to approve; Denise Neale seconded; no opposition 



Treasurer’s Report

• Checking Balance = $ 981.34

• Savings Balance = $ 5494.90

• Total = $ 6476.24
Current statements posted to Arbiter forms section. Bonnie reported scrimmages billed was $10475 
which is ~$3K less than 2017.  Officials' hours worked were about the same as last year.  One check 
has been received; AISD wants to pay us via ArbiterPay and we need to set that up.  New member 
incentives paid is $682; member rewards paid was $3401.42.  Opening chapter meeting Pok-e-Jos meal 
has been paid and stipend portions have been paid.  A few outstanding bills remain, but the P&L is  
posted in Arbiter. 

John Smith asked how the officials' hours worked was the same if we billed less; answer is that we bill 
schools based on court time and not officials hours.  Because it's more expensive after three hours, 
many schools were limiting their scrimmages to just three hours.  Other schools didn't have officials 
work their scrimmages.  We also assigned more officials to the scrimmages.



Assigning Secretary Report

Kevin, speaking for Janiece, noted we still have many officials not accepting matches in a 
timely manner.  Kevin walked through the process described on the following pages which 
are also posted separately on the chapter website.



Immediately after the Assigner Publishes 
Matches Officials are sent an Email that new 

matches have been assigned.



Sign into Arbiter, go to schedules and locate New Matches by selecting 
Schedule, Calendar, List View, Future and Apply Filter.- The new matches 
will be Yellow, Green and Red.  There will also be an Accept By date listed.  
This is 7 days from the day it was published.



After Accepting the Match it will turn Gray and be included on your schedule

If Declining the Match - An official must include a comment – which will 
generate an email notification back to the assigner



If Assignments are Declined she will more than likely contact you asking 
for more clarification and refer you to the Web site where you can find the 
Policy and Procedures document under the Members Tab.

The fee for declining or not accepting an assigned match is $5.  
Here is the policy:



In Closing

1. Please communicate with the Assigner regarding your availability to accept/decline matches.

2. Please accept matches in a timely manner.

3. Work as many nights as possible- We are very short on the next several Thursday and Friday nights. Janiece 
emphasized this and asked for help.

4. If your availability changes, even at the last minute, Contact the Assigner. 

Jim Sanso commented that after accepting, you  must click submit otherwise the system won't see the acceptance.
Denise Neale noted her email provider didn't process emails from Arbiter, so she updated her settings to get text messages
Gilbert Mokry noted he was available on previous Fridays; Janiece responded the need was for future nights now that 
tournaments were over.
Craig Smith asked if we'd reached out to neighboring chapters to help fill gaps especially on Thursday nights.  Janiece 
responded that she's spoken with Nell in San Antonio (who reported she's also short) and will contact Joe Lizama from Heart of 
Texas; but logistically there are hurdles to jump to effectively utilize non-chapter officials given they don't have Arbiter 
accounts. Also we're mostly short in AISD and many of our own officials have noted travel limits.  Craig noted HOT's short 
night is Monday night so it may be worth consulting with them.
Roni Downey asked if officials had already sent her emails they didn't need to resend.  Janiece responded yes.



Other Business

• Nominations are now open for the following positions (for election at end 
of season meeting):
o Vice-President - Roni Downey
o Recording Secretary - David Plaisance
o Assigning Secretary - Janiece Nelson
o At-Large Rep #2 - Chez Slayton

Please contact the nominations chairman – Philip Franco with your nominations. His email is pfreflife@aol.com.

• Please contact Larry Freidenberg if you are interested in volunteering to 
officiate at the San Marcos Middle School Tournament that is raising funds 
for the breast cancer awareness. Larry’s email is lrfriedenberg@yahoo.com. 

mailto:pfreflife@aol.com


Other Business

Bylaws

Tentative Timeline
8/12/18 - Proposed Bylaws posted to website and members notified (Completed)

8/29/18 - Webex - Bylaws discussion - Articles I – VI (Powerpoint and recording posted to website)

9/12/18 - Webex - Bylaws discussion - Articles VII-XIII

10/10/18 - Webex - Bylaws discussion - Any

10/14/18 - Final version of proposed Bylaws posted to website and members notified

10/31/18 - Electronic voting begins

11/6/18 - Electronic voting ends

11/7/18 - Voting in person available beginning at 6PM



New Business

 no new business 



Trainer Report and Monthly Training
• Reiterating Mechanics Clarifications

o The ball passes completely under the net (other than a served ball) (line violation, signal #2) a member noted a ball under the net landing out of bounds should be out of 
bounds; the response was no because the violation was called when the ball passed completely under the net and not where it ultimately landed.  It was also noted that 
R2s should be repeating the R1 signal regardless of whether the R1 was using the correct signal.

o R2 Ending time outs - R2 whistles at 15 and horn ends time out later.  If teams are on the court before 15 seconds are left, the R2 whistles and then instructs the timer to 
blow the horn.  The R2 signals time out used when the horn sounds and the R1 mimicks.  The R2 then scans to verify no other activities are happening, and with the 
whistle in their mouth, gives the court back.  The R1 should blow their whistle at 15 if the R2 is busy handling other issues.  The exception to using the horn at the end of 
a time out is when multiple courts are being used.  A time-out protocol document has been posted on the website.

o Signaling player numbers for net faults - "if necessary" has been removed from the rule book, so we now always report player numbers for net violations
• Sequence for net violation - new this year is you can use left hand for single hand number signals (0-5, 10).  Otherwise we continue to use right hand for base 

number.  Someone asked about the signal for zero - Christle responded you make the shape of a zero rather than using a closed fist.  Gary Oncale asked about 
the number 10 being used in the left hand and David Plaisance confirmed that's correct.   Christle covered the R1/R2 signal sequence protocols and Craig Smith 
reminded all R1s to wait until the R2 finished their signal sequence.  She also emphasized that R2s should never initiate the loss of rally sequence.

• Questions from members:

o Is banging/stomping on bleachers considered an artificial noisemaker? No.  Rule reference 1.8 mentions devices being used; bleachers are not considered to be artificial 
noise makers.  Craig Smith noted megaphones used by anyone other than a cheerleader IS an artificial noisemaker. Someone asked what to do if coaches ask the student 
section not to cheer/yell while their team is serving; we can't honor that request.  Bonnie noted it was Gloria's recommendation that if stomping was orchestrated that we 
could have host management intervene to assist with stopping since it was clearly an attempt to disrupt the opponent.

o How do you deal with unruly spectators? Rule 12.3 from Michael O'Brien.  R1 suspends set to allow host management to handle.  Identify before the match where the 
administrator(s) will be.

o Most common serve receive formations. WebEx Training on this added to calendar. Sunday 9/16/18 7:00pm Additionally these are covered in the case book.
o Can assistant coaches stand during play to coach - Rule 12.2.5 - No.  They may stand during dead balls.  Marilyn Wahl noted that varsity coaches acting as an assistant 

during other matches could also not stand.  Someone asked about schools not having enough chairs.

• Professionalism

o Doing/Saying the same things the same way signals is the language how we communicate the match and should be uniform
o Protect yourself when dealing with match participants.

• Keep your hands to yourself

• Someone is always watching

• Perception is reality. 

Bonnie Caddell noted that using a signal whistle when multiple courts were being used could be problematic .
Gilbert Mokry noted that we should not be interrupting activities occurring during the promotion period should that go long, play should start 
right away.



Closing Remarks and Adjournment

• Next Bylaws Webex is next Wednesday, September 12 @ 7PM

Kevin discussed an email about uniform  sublimation that went out to all varsity coaches.  While Dripping Srpings uniforms were 
highlighted, other programs (Connally/Westwood were cited) have been notified that NFHS considers sublimation to not be solid color 
no matter how faint and even though the uniforms were clearly contrasting.  Coaches have until October 1st to stop using the 
sublimated jerseys if both libero and regular players were using them.  The penalty October 2nd is that the libero can't be used.
David Martin asked about the spirit of the rule - Kevin responded that UIL and NFHS has decreed they are not solid color.  Christle 
reiterated that the sublimated jerseys are non-compliant with the solid color jersey rule but are otherwise legal.  Gilbert asked if other 
schools are problems for that information to be posted on the website.  Craig noted reminded all that sublimated uniforms could be 
used by the libero OR the regular players if the other players were wearing a solid color jersey.  David raised that the solution is for all 
schools to simply get a green solid color libero uniform that was contrasting.  Craig Smith reminded that this is only to be enforced at the 
varsity level.

Kevin gave everyone the closing word to email Teresa Fierro or Roni Downey.  

Motion to adjourn by Keith Wooten and seconded by Denise Neale at 8:29PM.  




